Abstract: Japanese annual oil consumption is about 300 GL (giga liter) and energy related CO 2 emission is about 300 MtC (mega ton carbon). Among them, transport vehicles consume one third of the oil, 100 GL/year, and emit 20 percent of the CO 2 , 61 MtC/year. Then, the substitution of carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) for the structural material of transport vehicle is quite effective in lightening, fuel efficiency and hence the mitigation of global warming. In this paper, life cycle CO 2 emission and energy consumption of the ultra lightweight automobile using CFRP are presented first. Then, the effect of lightweight and fuel cell automobiles on the mitigation of global oil consumption and CO 2 emission is estimated under the assumption of Asian motorization.
Introduction
As we can see in the report of IPCC [1] , the amount of annual CO 2 emission has kept increasing. CO 2 is well known to induce the global worming and the climate change as a greenhouse gas. In addition, the annual oil consumption [2] will go on increasing due to the Asian motorization. We must keep the oil to the next generation; however it is said that it will take 20 to 30 years to substitute hydrogen energy for the fossil fuel. So that the other drastic technology is desired to mitigate CO 2 emission and oil consumption till the hydrogen energy society will come.
In Japan, after the first oil crises at 1973, endeavors at energy saving has been continued in the industrial sector. On the contrary, energy consumption and CO 2 emission of the transport sector, in especially the automobiles, has been remarkably increased [3] . Hence, the mitigation cost must be efficient in the transport sector than others. In addition, considering the mass production automobiles form more than a half of the oil consumption and CO 2 emission of the transport sector, establishment of technologies for only a sort of lightening structural material is expected to induce a large effect on the mitigation.
In this paper, to make a policy of R&D and commercialization, actual long term effect on the mitigation is estimated assuming that the ultra-fuel efficient automobiles is realized by using both CFRP as an ultra-lightweight structural material and fuel cell as a power plant. For this purpose, life cycle energy consumption and CO 2 emission of the lightweight automobile using CFRP are presented first. Then, the effect of the ultra-fuel efficient automobiles on the long term oil consumption and CO 2 emission till 2040 are investigated.
Life cycle energy consumption and CO 2 emission of lightweight automobiles
Based on the analytical condition of JAMA's LCA for automobiles [4] shown in Table 1 , we added the data of CFRP to calculate life cycle energy consumption and CO 2 emission of the lightweight automobiles [5] . Fig. 1 shows the life cycle CO 2 emission of automobiles under the following assumption; the total driving distance is fixed as 94100km, 100kg of steel is substituted by 60kg of CFRP, and 85 % of recycle are performed for CFRP. In this figure, the substitution of 360kg CFRP corresponds to the lightening weight of 20 % approximately. Consequently, most of energy is consumed and CO 2 is emitted at driving stage, so that the lightening of the weight of automobiles is the most effective measure for the total energy saving and the mitigation of CO 2 emission. Figure 2 shows an influence of driving distance on life cycle CO 2 emission of automobiles with and without CFRP [5] . Average lifespan and total driving distance of Japanese automobiles are shorter than those of larger area countries such as USA, Canada and Australia. Fig. 2 indicates that lightening weight of automobiles is more effective on the energy saving and the mitigation of CO 2 emission in such larger area countries. In any case, we should make a good use of the CFRP's well-known properties of high durability against weathering and very long fatigue life.
Simulation of the effect of lightening weight and fuel cell
Influence of the lightening weight and fuel cell on CO 2 emission and oil consumption of automobiles are estimated. Japanese average automobile shown in Table 1 is assumed to be lightened its weight into 60 % by using CFRP and a power plant is replaced from gasoline engine into fuel cell. In case of Japanese automobiles. There are 50 million automobiles in Japan. Table 2 shows ideal cases where all Japanese automobiles of gasoline engine (GV) is replaced into those of fuel cell Table 1 Analytical condition of a simulation model (gasoline engine) [4] 46
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engine using the hydrogen from gasoline (FCVG) or natural gas (FCVN), and they are lightened into 60 % of weight by using CFRP. For example, in case of CFRP-GV, the reduction of annual CO 2 emission is 12MtC which is about 4 % of annual Japanese total CO 2 emission in 1990, and annual oil saving is 17GL which is about 6 % of annual Japanese total oil consumption. In the same way, CFRP-FCVG annually reduces the CO 2 emission of 24MtC and saves oil of 35GL. Considering that the Japanese promise in Kyoto Protocol of UNFCCC is to make national average CO 2 emission from 2008 to 2012 into 6 % less than that of 1990, lightening weight and fuel cell technologies are quite effective and attractive to achieve the promise. However, Table 2 shows the maximum value when these novel technologies are applied to all automobiles. Japanese annual replacement into new automobiles is about 5 million, so that at least ten years are necessary to get the resultant values in Table 2 . To know the future change of CO 2 emission and oil consumption, we must assume a practical spread speed of these technologies. Fig.  3 shows the effect of the lightening weight and fuel cell on the change of both CO 2 emission and oil consumption of Japanese automobiles. As shown in this figure, to get the resultant values in Table 2 , 15 to 20 years are necessary from the start of the production of the ultra-fuel efficient automobiles. In case of Asian motorization. Chinese motorization became the center of public attention. In this section, the influence of Chinese and Indian motorization on the world CO 2 emission and oil consumption is discussed first. Then, the effect of the ultra-fuel efficient automobiles shown in Table 2 on the mitigation of the influence is simulated. Figure 4 shows a statistics and a prediction of the number of automobiles in Japan, China and India. In Japan the number of current automobiles is about 40 % of the population and almost saturated, but that of China and India are sure to be increasing. In the prediction of Fig. 4 , the current increasing ratio of automobile is assumed to keep constant up to 2032 when the number of automobiles become to 40 % of the populations. Consequently, as shown in Table 3 , at 2030 the number of automobiles in the world will become three times of the current number. Figure 5 , which is calculated from Fig. 4 , Table 2 and Table 3 , shows a prediction of the world CO 2 emission from automobiles considering the Asian motorization. If there will be no measure against Asian motorization, world CO 2 emission from automobiles will become four times of current one at 2032. CFRP-GV and CFRP-FCV are shown to be effective to mitigate the enormous increase of CO 2 emission due to the Asian motorization. Figure 6 , which is also calculated from Fig. 4 , Table 2 and Table 3 , shows a prediction of the Key Engineering Materials Vols. 243-244world energy related CO 2 emission considering the Asian motorization. CO 2 emission from OECD countries is shown to be decreased, but world CO 2 emission will be increase from 2015 due to the Asian motorization. The measure of motorization in China and India is concluded to be very important for the global warming and energy crisis.
Summary
Among the life cycle CO 2 emission and energy consumption of an automobile, those at driving stage are predominant, so that a measure in fuel efficiency is most effective on the mitigation of Table 2 Japanese annual CO 2 emission and oil consumption concerning the automobiles considered in this study 
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them. Fuel cell automobile is expected to be a drastic measure against these issues; however it will take more than ten years to apply fuel cell to mass-production automobile. CFRP has lately attracted attention as an ultimate lightweight structural material since the price of carbon fiber has become cheaper, although low cost and speedy manufacturing and recycle technologies have to be established to apply to mass-production automobile [6] . Lightening weight and fuel cell are shown to be quite effective on the mitigation of CO 2 emission and energy consumption. If we want to reduce CO 2 emission and oil consumption earlier, for example to keep the international promise of the Kyoto protocol, earlier start of the production is more important than the larger lightening ratio of automobile. On the contrary, if we want to mitigate global warming and oil exhaustion drastically, lightening ratio is very important but earlier start of the production is not necessary since the influence of Asian motorization will become remarkable from 2015. 
